KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA NO.1 ARAKKONAM
Summer Vacation Homework 2019-2020
ENGLISH

HINDI

MATHS

EVS

CLASS I

1.Buy English copy writing book “Basics to
1 sentence” and write it.
2. Learn some rhymes, learn pledge (India
is my country) and simple stories and
spoken English.

1.Buy Hindi copy writing book
Basics and paste Hindi
alphabet chart.
2. Colours, Baarhkadee ( in
Hindi Notebook).
3.Learn simple songs (Rhymes)
in Hindi.

1.Paste or draw some
shapes in notebook.
2.Learn and write number
names one-1 to ten-10.

1.Buy printed Art note book
(join the dot) and colour.
2.Paste the pictures in EVS
notebook fruits, vegetables,
water, trees, animals.
(any 5)

CLASS II

1. Write and learn 7 days of the week.
2. Write and learn 12 months of the year.
3. Practice cursive Handwriting. Write 5
lines per day in 50 pages note book.
4. Make 30 words from the letters of the
word “HIPPOPOTAMUS.”
(Use ruled sheet)
5. Learn to write the name of your family
members.

1. Practice handwriting Write
5 lines per day in 50 pages
note book.
2. Write and learn Hindi
alphabet
(Baarhkadeevarnamala).
3. Learn and write 1 Hindi word
daily.

1. Write numbers from 1 to
100.
2. Write number names from
one – 1 to twenty -20.
3. Learn simple Addition and
Subtraction.

1. Paste the pictures of good
habits in A4 sheet.
2. Draw the animals and
colour it in A4 sheet.
3.Paste the vegetables
picture and write about the
vegetables.
4. Make a paper flower and
paste it in chart.

CLASS III

1. Write handwriting in a four lines copy
(20 pages)
2. Learn all the Questions and Answers
taught and write 1 times in the same 4
lines copy.

1. Write handwriting in two
lines notebook (20 pages).
2. Write Baarhkadee (2 times)
3. Learn and write one new
word daily.

1. Learn and write number
names from 1 to 500.
2. Learn multiplication tables
from 1 to 10.
3. Practice two digits
Addition with carry over.
4. Make a mask refer page
no.12 of math text book.

Do it in EVS H.W side.
1. Family members names
2. Write slogan any three on
trees, water and family.
3. Lessons 1 to 3 Questions
and answers learn for
periodic test 1.
4. Write poem in class work
page no 13, 19.

CLASS IV

1. Write ten pages handwriting in four
lines notebook.
2. Write 10 naming words, 10 rhyming
words from the lesson taught.
3. Solve word building (page no 12) in A4
sheet.

1. Write Hindi handwriting in
two lines notebook (10 pages).
2. Write Baarhkadee (two
times)
3. Learn two new words of
Hindi & make sentence from
them and write it in notebook.

1. Learn and write number
names from 500 to 1000.
Write it in the ruled sheet.
2. Learn multiplication tables
from 1 to 12 and write it in
the ruled sheet
3. Practise three digits
Addition with carry over.

CLASS V

Picture composition
1. Look at the picture and answer
page no-24, 25 (A4 size paper).
2. Answer these questions about yourself
(page -35) (A4 size paper).

1.Handwriting 20 pages
2.Sanghya shabad (Nouns )50
words
3.Baarhkadee (two times)

1. Learn and write tables (1
to 15) in the ruled sheet.
2. Write your name in A4
sheet and paste Match stick
on it and count the No.of
angles. (Refer page 25 text
book).

1. Write 5 lines about
elephants.(A4 sheet)
2. Mark 29 states in Indian
political Map.
3. Paste Pictures of different
animals and classify them
into the groups of has hair,
lay eggs, give birth to young
ones in A4 sheet.
1. Locate ten National parks
in Indian political map.
2. Make a poster on “Protect
animals” or “Save tiger” in
A4 sheet.
3. Make a paper dog and
model of a been.

